THE GLOBAL MARKETS FORUM
WEEK AHEAD
FEBRUARY 27 – MARCH 03, 2017
Here's the guide to this week’s GMF LiveChats. Guests will be added according to news events. All times are local time zone.
MONDAY
0300 GMT/0830 IST
1100 HKT/1400 AEST

CENTRAL BANKS
FOCUS

1000 GMT/1100 CET

GLOBAL M&A

1100 GMT/1200 CET

FX WEEK AHEAD

1400 GMT/0900 ET

THE SCIENCE OF
PRODUCTIVITY

1530 GMT/1030 EST

FUND FLOWS

1615 GMT/1115 EST

GLOBAL WEEK
AHEAD

John Noonan, Head of IFR FX Watch Asia
John takes stock at the end of round one of central bank meetings in 2017
after Donald Trump has taken over as the new U.S. President, and deciphers
for us what to expect in the rest of the year, and how markets are likely to
price in these expectations.
With talk of American protectionism and potentially more fragmented
markets in Europe, we talk to UCL professor Dr. Peter Clark about how
global companies and M&A will fare in this environment.
FX Buzz analyst Jeremy Boulton analyses G7 currencies.
Charles Duhigg, author of "Smarter Faster Better" joins the forum to
discuss his book exploring the science of productivity, and why, in today’s
world, managing how you think—rather than what you think—can transform
your life.
Lipper analysts discuss sectoral churn and indications of where the smart
money is headed.
Macroeconomist, and off-hours umpire, Kim Rupert is a managing director
at Action Economics and calls 'em as she sees 'em - the data due, the
policymaker speeches on tap and other events likely to affect global
markets in the week ahead.

TUESDAY
0230 GMT/0800 IST
1030 HKT/1330 AEST

CHINA STOCKS
OUTLOOK

Philip Li, Senior Fund Manager, Value Partners
With growing bullish voices from sell-side analysts on Chinese stocks listed
in Hong Kong, market expectation of further rally is gaining traction against
the backdrop of potential yuan depreciation. Li, senior fund manager with
Value Partners, which manages $14 billion of assets, will disucss the market
expectations in Chinese equities and potential impacts from the upcoming
National People's Congress in March.

1000 GMT/1100 CET

THE FUTURE OF
WORK

1400 GMT/1500 CET

BREXIT UPDATE

WEF head of education, gender and work, Saadia Zahidi discusses how we
can future proof our workforce against the oncoming ravages of the fourth
industrial revolution.
We discuss the latest Brexit developments with UK economics
correspondent Alistair Smout.

1430 GMT/0930 EST

FED WATCH

Reuters reporters and editors tracking the Federal Reserve take questions
on the economics , politics, trade matters and rates policies facing
America's central bank and others whose decisions drive markets day in
and day out.

WEDNESDAY
0400 GMT/0930 IST
1200 HKT/1500 AEST

COMMODITIES
FOCUS

Clyde Russell, Reuters Asia Commodities and Energy Columnist
China seems to be staging a recovery and its demand for commodities is on
the upswing once again. Commodity markets seem in a comfortable space
now. Clyde joins us to discuss the next cues to watch including OPEC
output, copper supply shortages, China's clampdown on low quality iron
ore and U.S. President Trump's policy uncertainties.

1000 GMT/1100 CET

THE SPECIAL
RELATIONSHIP

1100 GMT/1200 CET
1400 GMT/1500 CET

CHARTING FX
EQUITIES WATCH

We take a look at the "Special Relationship" between the U.S. and UK in the
age of Trump and Brexit with London School of Economics Professor
Michael E. Cox.
Take a look at the FX charts with Reuters technical analyst Martin Miller.
Join our Reuters correspondents in London and New York for a discussion
on the stock markets and company earnings.

1430 GMT/1530 CET

SPORTS CHAT
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Reuters sports desk editors and reporters cover the week of competition
from the pitch.
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1600 GMT/1100 EST

EXECUTIVE
HEADHUNTING IN
THE AGE OF
TRUMP

Executive recruiter Bill Vlaad of Canada takes questions on how companies
and job seekers should position themselves for success, survival and
serenity amid shifting U.S. immigration policy and possible tit-for-tat travel
policies.

1730 GMT/1230 EST

GLOBAL POLITICS
WITH ALISTAIR
NEWTON

Iran, Russia, China, Israel and the Middle East are some of the hot topics of
discussion in the geo-political developments under Trump administration.
We talk to Alastair Newton, ex-Nomura political analyst and the Founder of
Alavan Business Advisory.

1830 GMT/1330 EST

POLITICS BY THE
NUMBERS

U.S. politics polling editor Chris Kahn parses the data for trends, clues and
meaning of the twists and turns of the 2016 elections with an eye to helping
Forum members to see beyond the day-to-day campaign noise.

THURSDAY
1000 GMT/1100 CET

CMC MARKETS
OUTLOOK

CMC Markets' chief market analyst Michael Hewson joins us for a look at
what's likely to drive direction in the coming month.

1330 GMT/1430 CET

BONDS UPDATE

Reuters interest rate reporter Dhara Ranasinghe delves into government
bond markets.

1430 GMT/0930 EST

OIL OUTLOOK

1600 GMT/1100 EST

SHOWBUZZ

1630 GMT/1130 EST

WINE AND DINE

1800 GMT/1300 EST

CHARTING
STOCKS

Stocks Buzz writer Terence is a chartist with a fundamentals bent and each
week spots trends, opportunities and risks via the charts.

1100 IST/1330 HKT

QUIZ EAST

The first of our Friday quizzes focuses on Asia and the week's top news.
Tests your wits and googling speed.

1100 GMT/1200 CET

WEEKAHEAD

1430 GMT/0930 EST

QUIZ WEST

Reuters correspondents Amanda Cooper and Jessica Resnick-Ault take
your questions about energy markets in the rapid-fire, weekly segment
"Lock, Stock and Barrel".
Join Reuters entertainment specialists Jean Tait and Mark Porter for a
weekly discussion about music, movies, the theater and all of the showbiz
buzz.
Featuring sommelier Leslie Gevirtz and co-host Richard Leong of Reuters,
W&D focuses on innovative chefs, fine beverages and smart restaurants by
each week bringing taste makers to the Forum for questions, comments and
reminiscences of great meals. I guess this week is Art Smith, former
personal chef of Oprah and President Obama.

FRIDAY

Reuters EMEA markets editor Mike Dolan discusses the upcoming week's
main market inflection points.
The second of our Friday quizzes, this one hosted by Steve Slovak,
challenges your trivia recall skills.

Register here to become a member and catch the day's highlights, follow us on Twitter, or log on to Thomson Reuters Eikon Reuters
Messenger mobile from any internet-enabled device here.
Do you have colleagues who want to join Global Markets Forum? Have them register here.

REUTERS GLOBAL MARKETS FORUM PROGRAMMING GUIDE
“JOIN THE CONVERSATION”
Each week, members of the Global Markets Forum on Eikon engage markets experts and Reuters journalists from
around the world in discussion about all things markets, and beyond. The Forum also holds “LiveChat” interviews with
top-tier commentators throughout the week, giving members access to newsmakers in the Eikon Messenger
environment. A schedule of GMF Live Chats is published weekly.
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The Forum also hosts the following conversations with Reuters correspondents and commentators:
FX WEEKAHEAD with Jeremy Boulton – Jeremy, a London-based FX analyst for The Dealing Room FX
community, discusses the week’s most promising trading events. He joined from Informa Global Markets where
he ran FX fundamentals research for four years, a stretch during which IGM won the FX Week award for best
independent FX research each year. Jeremy started in FX sales at Merrill Lynch in 1985 and over the years has
held FX spot trading and sales roles at a number of institutions.
GLOBAL FLOWS with Alpha Lipper Insight – Tapping data for 117,000 mutual funds, ETFs and other
investment vehicles in more than 60 countries, the Lipper analysts behind industry-standard benchmarks and
ratings take questions and brief Global Market Forum members on what changing money flows say about asset
allocations, hot and cold sectors, and the varying appeals of regions and industries.
CHARTING FX with Reuters’ senior FX analyst Martin Miller – Martin, a senior currency analyst for Reuters in
London – providing content for the FX Buzz feed and Dealing Room forum - analysis the latest technical trends
in the currency markets. Prior to joining Reuters, Martin was an FX Technical Analyst at Informa Global Markets
where he analyzed G10 currency pairs, having previously started his career on the spot desk at Tokai Bank in
London.
STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS with Reuters Correspondent Alistair Smout – Alistair has been a part of our
equity market team for the last three years, focusing on European markets, along with a successful six-month
stint in Scotland covering the 2014 referendum. He joins us weekly for a look at the main moves and themes
driving these markets.
SPORTSCHAT with Reuters Correspondents – Takes a weekly look at the main sporting events, news and
gossip.
U.S. POLITICS BY THE NUMBERS with Reuters' Chris Kahn – U.S. politics polling editor, Chris parses the
data for trends, clues and meaning of the twists and turns of the 2016 elections with an eye to helping Forum
members to see beyond the day-to-day campaign noise.
LOCK STOCK AND BARREL with Amanda Cooper and Jessica Resnick-Ault – Reuters energy journalists
Amanda and Jessica each week take questions on the rumors, geopolitics, economics, hurricanes and
speculators that govern the prices of the modern world’s lifeblood.
WEEKLY MARKETS OUTLOOK with Mike Dolan – Reuters EMEA markets editor Mike Dolan joins us to talk
all things markets and share his thoughts on the key events coming up in the week ahead. Mike is a veteran
Reuters reporter, having previously been EMEA Treasury News Editor, European and U.S. Economics
Correspondent and Investment Editor.
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